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My present invention relates to bufling 
wheels. 
The purpose of my present invention is 

to provide a new and improved construction 
5 of bufling wheels which construction is eco 
nomical in the material used and in the as*y 
sembling thereof and which is especially well 
adapted to receive and retain the bufling com 
position usually applied to such wheels so 

f@ that a much greater operating ethciency and 
economy is attained. 
The specific purpose of my invention is to 

provide buíiing wheels wherein part or all 
of the dislclike layers of fabric or cloth used 
to form the wheel are of fabric provided 
with integrally formed or integrally woven 
pockets or tubes made by said fabric being 
woven or otherwise formed to have over part 
of its area two or more separate thicknesses. 
A further purpose is to provide a bu?‘ìng 

wheel of such construction that the said ad 
vantages may be obtained both in buf?ng 
wheels made entirely or in part of whole 
disk-shaped layers of fabric and entirely 

La 

EM 

or in art of stri s of fabric arranv‘ed to 
¿D 

form such disk shaped layers; and further 
more to provide a construction that will pro' 
vide adequate pockets to receive and retain 
the buiiing compositionreven in a bufflng 
wheel where the different layers of fabric 
are not sewed together towards or adjacent 
its periphery. 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a bufling wheel 
embodying one forni of my invention, parts 
of several successivev layers of the fabric 
being cut away to more clearly show the con 
struction. . 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a piece of 
„ one form of fabric that may be used to form 
U bufling wheels embodying this invention and 
such as is shown in F ig. 1, the pockets being 
shown distended in order to show the struc 
ture of the fabric. ‘ 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view on line 3~3 of 
Fig. 2. 

¿l is a similar longitudinal sectional 
view of the fabric but with thepockets more 
nearly closed. 

m Fig. 5 is a diagrammatic ’view of a part 
L" of the builing wheel shown in Fig. 1, that is 

s 

with the layers of fabric shown separated 
and with the pockets in the layers shown dis 
tended in order to more clearly show the 
construction and operation of the bufûng 
wheels embodying' this invention. ` 

Fig. 6 is a perspective diagrammatic view 
on an enlarged scale of a part of the bufing 
wheel shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 7' is a view similar to Fig. l of a 
sewed buli'ing wheel formed out of whole 
disk-shaped pieces of fabric, showing an 
other embodiment of my invention. 

Fig. 8 is a plan view of the layers of fabric 
assembled to make a wheel where the layers 
are formed of strips of fabric instead of 
whole disk~shaped pieces, parts of several 
layers being broken away to more clearly 
show the construction. 

Fig. 9 is a plan view of the wheel’formed 

has been sewed and trimmed. 
Fig. 10 is a diagrammatic edge view of an 

other modification of this invention. 
Figs. 1l7 12, 13 and 14 are plan views more 

or less diagrammatic of differed forms of 
cloth with varying arrangements of the parts 
having the double thicknesses and so of the 
integral pockets and adapted to be used to 
form buíiing wheels embodying my invention. 

Fig. 15 is a plan view of another form of 
buffing wheel embodying my invention and 
Fig. 1G is a plan view of one of the angular 
shaped pieces that may be used to build up 
the wheel shown in Fig. 15. 
Referring to the drawings in a more par 

ticular description it will be seen that this in 
vention relates to the general type of bui'fiiig 
wheels wherein a plurality of disk-shaped 
layers 12’of fabric are arranged face to face 
with the edges of the disks exposed at the pe 
riphery to receive and carry the buliing com 
position. My invention further relates to 
such bufling wheels whether the said layers 12 
be composed of whole disk-shaped pieces 13 
of fabric or of pieces or of strips 11i of fabric 
arranged to form a disk~shaped layer 12 or 
of any combination or arrangement of such 
pieced disks or whole disks. 
The buflingcomposition used upon such 

wheels generally consists of a mixture ofa 

by theparts shown in Fig. 8 after said wheel u 
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wax-like vehicle and the bulfing or abrasive 
material itself. Such a buífing composition is 
applied in any desired way to the periphery 
of a bufiing wheel 16. The common practice 
is to press a stick or mass of such composi 
tion against the periphery of the rotated 
wheel whereby the friction of contact with the 
heat generated thereby will soften the wax 
like part of such composition sufficiently to 
soften the mass of such composition and al 
low a layer of desired thickness to be trans 
ferred to the periphery of the wheel. In such 
transfer the composition is pressed to a great 
er or less extent into the bot of the wheel, 

` that is some of the softened composition will 
be taken a short distance into the. edge of the 
fabric and some of the composition will be 
taken into the space between adjoining layers 
of the fabric and adhere to the opposing faces 
of such layers. 

The' general eihciency of this class of bulfing 
wheels depends upon the ability of the wheel 
to take a fair supply of buiiing composition 
and to retain the same upo-n the work-periph 

. ery of the wheel for a considerable space of 
time and particularly for the wheel to hold a 
load of such composition against the first 
period of working contact. »In many cases 
heretofore, a considerable part of the compo 
sition would be removed or dropped from the 
wheel in the first period of working Contact 
because the composition was not sufficiently 
imbedded in or held Within the periphery of 
the wheel. Various attempts have been made 
heretofore to provide recesses or pockets, 
within the mass of the wheel to afford lodg 
ment for the composition, such recesses here 
tofore having been commonly made vbyfold 
ing the cloth or fabric upon itself to form 
pockets or by sewing the layers of a wheel or 
section of a wheel together at more or less 
closely spaced intervals in order to form 
pockets’or recesses to hold the bufling compo 
sition. Such ways of vproviding recesses or 
pockets have the disadvantages that they are 
costly in original manufacture or only tem 
porarily effective and depend too much upon 
the strength of the connecting stitches to 
maintain the pockets. 

In bufiing wheels embodying my invention 
I provide pockets or recesses in a buf?ing 
wheel in a new manner and Without relying 
upon folding the cloth or specially arr-ang 
ing the cloth or sewing the different layers to 

'i gether to complete or form the pockets and 
particularly I provide a bufling wheel where 
in some or all of the layers 12 of fabric or 
cloth are provided with integrally formed or 
integrally woven pockets 17. 

Figs. 2, 3 and 4 illustrate one form of fabric 
so provided with such integrally formed or 
woven pockets 17. In this fabric the weav 
ing or other fabricating of the fabric is such 

l asto provide places or portions in the cloth 
having two separate thicknesses as 18 and 19 
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at the top and bottom respectively of said 
cloth 20 with said separate thicknesses united 
to each other and to the body of the cloth by 
the remaining part 21 of the cloth being of 
the usual single thickness. In the type of 
cloth shown in Fig. 2 these spaced portions 
of double thicknesses are obtained by hav 
ing one series of threads, say the warp threads, 
separated into two parts and continuing to 
supply separate threads of ñlling to each of 
said separated parts of the warp so that for a 
time the two thicknesses 18 and 19 of said 
cloth separately woven. After the desired 
extent of such double weaving has taken place 
the separated groups of warp threads are 
brought together in one series as usual to 
make plain fabric. 
Inthe cloth shown in Figs. »2., 3 and 4 and 

used in the buliing wheels illustrated in Figs. 
1, 5 and 6 the parts having the double thick 
nesses 1S and 19 are relatively regularly ar 
ranged and extend across the pieces of cloth 
used with the successive double thickness 
parts parallel and spaced from each other so 
that the width of the single thickness portions 
21 is about the same as the width of the parts 
of the cloth having the double thicknesses. 
It will be understood, however, that this par 
ticular construction of cloth is merely illus 

' trative of a good form of my invention and 
that my invention is not limited to the use of 
cloth or fabric having double thicknesses ar 
ranged in the precise form illustrated. 

In the buíiing wheel shown in Figs. 1, 5 and 
6 the whole disk-shaped pieces 13 are arranged 
so that the double thickness portions 18 and 
19 extend at various angles so that the open 
ends of the pockets will be well distributed 
about the periphery of the wheel. For in 
stance, as shown in Fig. 1 the double thick 
ness parts 18 and 19 in the first or upper lay 
er of the wheel extend transversely while in 
the next layer therebelow these parts extend 
Vat right angles or vertically while in the third 
layer the double thickness strips are diago 
nally arranged and in the fourth layer the 
double thickness strips are arranged diago 
nally but at about right angles to the strips 
of the preceding layer. In the fifth layer 
down the double thickness portions again ex 
tend transversely. Assuming that cloth such 
as shown in Fig. 2 is used it will be seen that 
this arrangement produces pockets in the 
right hand and left hand side of the first 
layer wherein the pockets have approximate 
ly the same extent and are spaced apart about 
the same extent as in a sectional view across 
said double thicknesses, but that the pockets 
and the spaces therebetween both gradually 
become longer as the upper and lower quar 
ter of this layer is approached. This results 
of course from the parallel arrangement of 
the double thicknesses in the cloth and from 
the circular forni of the periphery of the 
wheel. In the second layer as shown in Fig. 
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1 the pockets will be shorter and closer to 
gether in the upper and lower quarters of the 
layer and will be spaced farther apart and 
have greater length in the right and left hand 
quarters. By arranging the successive layers 
of the ̀ fabric at di?erent angles more or less 
as suggested in Fig. 1 it will be seen that the 
open ends of the pockets 17 will on the aver 
age be well distributed throughout the entire 
periphery of the wheel. 
The open ends of the pockets 17 presented 

to the periphery of the wheel will be espe 
cially well adapted to receive a large measure 
of the buthng composition and to have suchV 
buiiing composition pushed for an appre 
ciable distance back through the tube-like 
pockets 17. It will be understood of course 
that when cloth of this character is assem 
bled into a buiìng wheel the pockets will not 
be extended as shown in Fig. 2, but that the 
two separate thicknesses 18 and 19 will lie 
relatively close together as shown in Fig. 4t. 
The pocket between the two layers however is 
present and will be opened enough to re 
ceive the bu?ng composition when the mass 
of composition is pressed against the periph 
ery of the rotated wheel. It will be seen fur 
thermore that these pockets are particularly 
well adapted to retain the bufling composi 
tion therein because the pockets have beenv 
filled for a considerable distance back into 
the pockets so that a reserve supply of the 
composition is imbedded in the body of the 
wheel and will gradually come to the periph 
ery as the wheel is used and particularly will 
be present in the region immediately back of 
the periphery as the periphery gradually 
becomes worn down. 

It will be seen that these pockets, being in 
tegrally formed in the weaving of the cloth 
will be permanent, that is will last substan 
tially as long as the cloth and that the pocket 
will not become worn out or cut out at its 
working side, that is the rearward side after 
a little use or before the cloth wears down 
as is the case with pockets made from fold 
ing the cloth or sewing the layers of cloth 
together. 
As will appear particularly from an inspec 

tion of Fig. 4, it is obvious that a layer of 
cloth formed in places with two separate 
thicknesses as for example the strips 18 and 
19, will have a total thickness greater than 
that of the corresponding single thickness 

single thickness portion as 
21 of this special cloth. It follows that by 
using this cloth having integrally formed 
pockets fewer layers of cloth need be used 
in forming a bu?lìng wheelof a tot-al desiredv 
thickness. This results in a great economy 
in saving a large percentage of the yardage 
of cloth >heretofore necessary for a buffing 
wheel. The comparative openness of a buiiing 
wheel mad-e embodying my invention also 
affords lbetter ventilation for the buñing 

3 

wheel and a greater contained cubical space 
open to receivev the builing composition. 

It is to be noted also that aside from the 
'integrally formed pockets 17 within each 
piece of cloth 20 to> receive the bulñng com 
position the irregular surface of these pieces 
of cloth caused by the slight shoulder as 22 
at both faces of a layer of cloth and at both 
sides of the double thickness 18 and 19 afford 
spaces or ridges which will receive and re 
tain the bufling composition to some extent. 
This unevenness in the exterior surface of 
the layer of cloth so as to afford spaces to 
receive and hold buiiing composition is espe 
cially noticeable when the successive layers 
of cloth .are arranged with the double thick 
ness strips or parts at various angles crossing 
each other and especially when a buíling 
wheel is made up of layers sewed together. 
In the inodiiicationshown in Fig. 7 a 

buiiing wheel is formed out of whole disk` 
.pieces of fabric formed wholly or partly of 
fabric having integral pockets as shown in 
Fig. 2 and preferably with the layers ar 
ranged so as to bring the double thickness 
strips at various angles and then the said 
layers are sewed together as by the stitches 
23. In this view portions of several of the 
nearer layers are removed in order to illus 
trate the construction. 

Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate another embodi 
ment of my invention in that the'successive 
layers of fabric used to build up a bu?ling 
wheel are formed of strips as 14 of pieces 
of the desired cloth instead of whole disk 
shaped pieces. In Fig. 8 parts of several 
of the 'nearer layers have been removed to 
show a suggested arrangement of the pieces 
so as to distribute the open ends of integral 
ly-formed pockets well about the periphery 
of the wheel. The diiferent layers and the 
different pieces of the different layers are 
thoroughly bound together by closely spaced 
series of stitches such as 25. A pieced, sewed 
bufling wheel so made is then trimmed ̀to the 
circular form and when completed appears 
as shown in Fig. 9. 

Fig'. 10 illustrates another modi?cation of 
this invention in that instead of having every 
layer of the buiiing wheel of special cloth 
having integral pockets a part only of the 
layers of the wheel will be formed of the inte 
gral pocket cloth and a part will be formed 
from plain fabric, that is fabric having one 
thickness throughout- its area such as the 
layers 24. Preferably these layers will be 
scattered through the buñing wheel at more 
or less regularintervals and offer an oppor 
tunity of providing a buiiing wheel that will 
not carry such a heavy layer or measure of 
the bufling composition as will be done where 
every layer of the putling wheel has the inte 

v gral pockets. 

It will be seen that when a buiïing wheel 
formed of the special fabric having parts of 
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._ layer parts are used 

double separate thicknesses is used and sewed 
together theexternal irregularity in the sur 
faces'of.~ the said special cloth willresult in 
specially large and effective pockets between 
the layers in addition to the pockets formed 
within the` layers by the weaving of the 
pockets. 
Figll is aview of a piece of cloth wherein 

the separatek thicknesses 18 and 19 instead of 
the width of the cloth as 

shown' inzFigs. 1 and 2 extend as short sepa 
rated sections 26 crosswise of the cloth. The 
next' series of double thicknesses are also 
short sections shown as placed opposite the 
single, layer parts between the first set of 
short sections so as to give the cloth the ap 
pearance more orless of a checkerboard pat 
tern".AV Inl the- cloth illustrated in Fig. 12 
somewhat longer sections 27 of the double 

and these sections 27 
over-lap to some extent in successive rows. 
In tlie-construction suggested in Fig. 13 the 
double layered portions 28 are shown as 
short sections of two different lengths eX 

` tending longitudinally of the cloth and with 
the longer and shorter sections 28 alternately 
andfopposltely arranged in successive rows. 
In> the cloth diagrammatically shown 1nV 
Fig._14a-row ofïshort. double thickness por 
tions 29 extends across the fabricl but with 
the sections indicating pockets formed 
lengthwiseof the fabric. Next‘to the row 
of sectionsv 29 is a cross row of short sections 
30 of double thicknesses with these sections in 

' staggeredor checkerboard relation relative to 
the sections ofthe first row, but these sections 
are indicated as >being formed of pockets ei; 
tending` transversely ofy the cloth. 

It will be understood that the illustration 
ofY various arrangements of the double thick 
ness _portion in thefabric is simply sugges 
tive and not> intended as limitations as to the 
form ofy cloth that may be used in bufiing 
wheels embodying my invention. „ 
A further advantage of vbuffing wheel 

formed pursuant to this invent; on is that on 
account of the pockets being integral with 
eachvlayer of cloth instead of being formed 
by’ sewing two or more layers of cloth to 
gether, a bufling‘wheel ofthe type illustrated 
in this application will be much more flexi 
ble.. bWhen several layers of cloth are sewed 
together the sewing necessarily stifîens the 
bufling; wheel or section of bufiing wheel so 

' sewed and prevents the different individual 
layers of cloth from readily bending to adapt 
themselves‘to the shape of the article being 
buiied. A bufling wheel of my form will 
have effective pockets and yet may be made 
extremely flexible by forming a wheel as 
shown in Fig. 1 without sewing the different 
layers of fabric together except near the cen 
ter of the wheel. 

Figs. 15 and 16 illustrate another embodi 
ment of my invention, this time applied to 
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the form of bufling wheel where the layers 
of fabric are composed of angular shaped 
pieces rather than regular strips of fabric. 
These angular shaped pieces are formed from 
the cloth that is left when large disks are cut 
out of lengths of cloth. These angular or 
wedge-shaped pieces 31 are matched together 
to form substantially complete disk-shaped 
layers with the pieces 31 in the different 
layers arranged so as to have the joints be 
tween the adjacent pieces in the same layer 
be spaced away from the similar joints of 
adjacent layers. In Fig. 15 a part of the top 
layer is broken away to show the construc 
tion. It will be understood of course that all 
or a desired proportion of the pieces 81 will 
be form-ed of fabric having the integrally 
formed pockets above described. The pieces 
will be shaped as far as practicable with the 
open ends of the pockets directed to the pe 
riphery of the bufrlng wheel but this arrange 
ment is not necessary in every piece or in 
every layer any more than in other forms of 
my invention already described. 

l/Vhat l claim as new and desire to secure by 
Letters Patent is : 

1. A butñng wheel composed of aA plurality 
of disk-shaped layers of fabric certain layers 
of which have portions composed of a plu 
rality of integrally-formed, separate thick 
nesses forming pockets in such layers, the 
sides of which are positively connected by 
seamless joints.l 

2. A buñing wheel composed of a plurality 
of layers of disk-shaped layers of fabric, cer 
tain layers of which are woven in places with 
two separate thicknesses with said two thick 
nesses integrally formed with and positively 
connected by the intervening single-thickness 
portions of said layers, whereby positively 
formed pockets with seamless joints are pro 
vided between each pair of suchdouble thick 
nesses of a fabric layer. 

3. A bufling wheel composed of a plurality 
of disk-shaped layers of fabric, certain of 
said layers being fabric formed in places with 
two separate thicknesses which are integrally 
'connected by seamless joints with other parts 
of the fabric having only one thickness, the 
spaces between such double thicknesses at the 
periphery forming open pockets to receive 
and retain bufling composition. 

Ál. VA buiiing wheel composed of a plurality 
of layers of fabric, certain of which layers 
are fabric having integrally formed pockets 
therein composed of separate thicknesses of 
fabric integrally connected to intervening 
single thickness parts of the layer of fabric. 

5. A bufling wheel composed of a plurality 
of disk-shaped layers of fabric, certain of 
which layers are fabric having integrally 
formed substantially parallel tubes therein 
forme-d by parts of the layer of fabric having 
a plurality of thicknesses integrally joined at 
their edges to single thickness parts of. the 
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layer of fabric adapted to receive and retain 
the bulling composition. 

6. A bufîing Wheel composed of a plurality 
_ of disk-shaped layers of fabric, certain of 
5 said layers being fabric Woven in places With 
a plurality of separate thicknesses which are 
integrally connected by seamless joints with 
other parts of the fabric having a lesser num 

i ber of thicknesses, the spaces betweenF such 
10 multiple thicknesses cfa layer of fabric formé 

ing' at the periphery open pockets in such 
layer to receive and retain bulíing composië 
tion. . 

In Witness whereof I have affixed rny sig 
15 nature, this 28th day of September 1929. 

BRADFORD H. DIVINE. 
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